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Endless Boogie - Vibe Killer (2017)

  

    1  Vibe Killer  8:24  2  Trash Dog   7:48  3  High Drag, Hard Doin'  8:47  4  Bishops At Large 
5:37  5  Back In '74  6:42  6  Jefferson Country  11:42  7  Whilom  6:55    Paul Major - vocals,
guitar   Jesper Eklow - guitars  Harry Druzd - drums  Matt Sweeney - guitar, vocals  Marc Razo -
bass    

 

  

4th studio album from New York band who play gritty, blues-based psychedelic Stoner rock with
some absolutely blistering, tasty lead guitar riffs. Paul Major’s growly, demon-deep voice (think
Tom Waits meets Dr. John in a deeper register) sets the tone for a dip into the dark side. True
to their name, the boogie beat lays down a constant groove for the exceptional guitar work of
“Top Dollar” and “The Governor”. Recalls bands like Dead Meadow, ZZ Top, Canned Heat,
Cream, Radio Moscow, John Lee Hooker, Black Oak Arkansas, John Mayall’s Bluesbreakers. If
you dig the blues; if you appreciate acid-kissed licks from the delta; if your body needs to grind
to the primal pulse of rock; or, if you just need your ass kicked—“Vibe Killer” is the album to
bring you home. Highly Recommended. ---Charlie Edwards, allmusic.com

  

 

  

Just like it’s hard to imagine them ever ending, it’s hard to imagine Endless Boogie ever
beginning. It’s hard to imagine Endless Boogie not existing. They just seem to have
always…been.

  

That’s not how it really is, of course. Endless Boogie did, in fact, start way back in the late ‘90s,
as a chance for some employees of Matador Records to jam. And it took a while for them to get
the thing off the ground, with only occasional shows and no recorded material to speak of until
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the mid-2000s. But they’ve made up for lost time in the ‘10s, releasing a slew of full-lengths over
the past half-dozen years. The latest, Vibe Killer, further entrenches Endless Boogie as the
band that time forgot.

  

The formula is pretty simple: Take grimy electric blues licks, stretch ‘em across some
relentlessly steady rhythms and play in perpetuity. A couple chords are enough; one is even
better. Make room for frontman Paul Major’s meandering growl and a few greasy guitar solos
and you’re there. Riff, rinse, repeat.

  

Endless Boogie has been described as “stubborn,” and that’s fair. On Vibe Killer, though, the
band pulls back just a bit from the 79-plus-minute run times of some of its previous albums. The
total here is well under 70 minutes, with only one track—the particularly lethargic “Jefferson
County”—stretching beyond the nine minute mark.

  

Otherwise, Endless Boogie keeps things fairly tight on songs like “Let It Be Unknown,” which
blossoms from a tangle of fuzzy wah-wah guitars into a pulsating drone as Major sneers
“Gimme a nickel and I’ll show you Don Rickles.” Later, “Bishops at Large” finds the band
vamping on one chord over a stuttering dance-rock beat. Just as they pick up momentum,
however, they pivot into a Southern rock riff. With this band, whiplash happens at 5 mph.

  

Elsewhere, the title track hovers on one melodic idea for more than eight minutes as Major
sings of deterioration, humiliation and expiration. “High Drag, Hard Doin’” is a bluesy Stones jam
slathered in psychedelic gutter-gunk. And “Back in ‘74” is probably the highlight here, thanks to
its agile groove and some welcome lucidity from Major, who recounts a story about seeing KISS
at a radio-sponsored kite festival in St. Louis back in the day. The guy’s normal croak is cool
and all, but it is nice to hear him in a stronger, clearer voice.

  

He’s back to his old self, though, on “Whilom,” a song that seems to fade into existence and
then slither undetected out the back door and down into the sewers, where it will live, happily,
forever. Just like Endless Boogie. ---Ben Salmon, pastemagazine.com

  

download (mp3 @320 kbs):
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